Berry Metal Company joins Acciarium Alliance to further expand European market presence.

Berry Metal Company announces that the company has forged a partnership with Acciarium Alliance to grow market participation with BOF and EAF steelmakers in Europe.

“The fit between Berry Metal and Acciarium Alliance is perfect,” said David Werner, President of Berry Metal Company. “Mauro Bianchi Ferri and Acciarium Alliance are focused on helping innovative companies (such as Berry Metal) help steelmakers in Europe increase energy optimization and raw material utilization while reducing environmental impact. Our expertise in BOF Post Combustion, EAF Chemical Energy Systems, Material Injection and Furnace Optimization dovetails nicely with Acciarium’s charter and connections.”

Acciarium, which is headquartered in Milan, taps the skills of companies around the world and matches their knowledge and ideas to better satisfy steelmakers’ needs. The goal of the alliance is to provide complementary and innovative products and services. By working together, the Alliance can offer quicker and more integrated solutions.

“The Berry team is absolutely great and I am very happy to be part of the same family now,” said Mauro Bianchi Ferri, Managing Director of Acciarium Alliance and Chair of the AIST European Chapter. “I’m confident we will be able to build relationships and create opportunities to expand the application of the Berry Metal technology.”

About Berry Metal Company: BMC is more than a technology supplier... Since 1951, BMC has provided proven dependable manufacturing with continuous product innovation and improvement. We are an engineering company with unparalleled manufacturing capabilities. We provide dependable and ground-breaking furnace solutions for steelmakers. And we create long-term relationships by supporting those solutions through a “boots on-the-ground” approach because we are invested in our clients and their continued success.

www.berrymetal.com